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ABSTRACT 
This docununt describes the design, construction, and 
data-collection procedures of the Mobil,. Agricultural Radar Sensor 
(MARS) X-band scatterameter. This system is an inexpensive, highly 
mobile, truck-mounted F~CW radar operating at a center frequency 
of 10.2 GHz. The antennas, which allow for VV and VH polarizations, 
are configured in a side-looking mode 1:hat allows for drive-by data 
collection. This configuration shortens fieldwork time considerably 
while increasing statistical confidence in t~! data. Both internal 
calibration, via a delay line, and external calibration with a 
Luneberg lens are used to calibrate the instrument in terms of 0°. 
The radar scattering cross-section per unit area, 0°, is found using 
th~ radar equation. 
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Understanding the relationships between the radar back-
scattering coen1cient of vegetation and the physical paremet.j:"'s 
of the vegetation volunf! and underlying so11 surface is a kt)i 
step in the evolution process of radar remote sensing techniques 
towards their use on an operational basis for monitoring 
agricuitural productivity. These relationships are determined 
through the developnent of theoretical models and experimental 
investigations. Although extensive experimental studies hav~ 
been conducted over the past two Jecades [1-27), most of the work 
has been perfonned by only a few institutions. This is due. in part. 
to the high cost and complexity of m;crowave scatterometers [28-32] 
when ~ampared, for example, to optical rad1ometers, 
The purpose of this investigation is to design, construct and 
test a prototype model of a microwave scatterameter that meets 
the follow1ng four basic criteria: it 1$ (a) suitable for crop 
observations, (b) calibrated, (c) simple ',,0 operate, and 
(d) low cost (a $10 K). These objectives were indeed realized, as 
discussed in the following sections, which describe the operation 
of the system and provide a guide for duplicating it and testing 'ts 
sub-sections. For the purpose of easy reference, the system has 
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2.0 GENERAL THEORY AND SYSTEM OPERATION 
The MARS $ystem is a calibrated FM-CW scatterom.ter d~signed 
for measuring the scatteri'g properties of targets at X-band. The 
scattering properties are a function of the complex dielectric 
const~nt and roughness of the target, as weil as local angle of 
incidence, polarization, and frequency. This system works in the 
X-band region at a center frequency of 10.2 GHz. Results from the 
MARS system can be readily compared to data me~sured by other radars, 
or they may be used t~ calibrate an uncalibrated system. Table 1 
gives a b~ief listing of the system parameters. Figures 1 and 2 show 
the RF- and clntrol-sa.:tior.;;, respecti :ely. 
2.1 Des j gIl Objectives 
The MARS system was designed to meet the following objectives: 
a. allow operation in the X-band region, 
b. allow for 40 dB dynamic range of 0°, 
c. be operationally Simple, 
d •. have dual-polarization capabilities (VV and VH), 
e. offer an inexpensive construction cost, 






be highly mobile and able to take data from a moving vehicle, 
have internal and external calibration capabilities, 
have the ability to detenn1ne range, 
provide reasonable frequency averaging, 
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TABU. 1 
MARS System Parameters 
Type 
Modulation 
Frequency: ~ 0 
RF Bandwidth: Af 
Transmitter POWb~ 
IF Frequency: fIF 
Antennas: 
Height above ground 
Transmit antenna diameter 
Cross-polarization an~enna 
Transmit feed 
Beamwidths of product patterns 









s lndard gain horn 
dual dipole 
VV Elevation 3.96 0 
Look Angle Range: 
Dynamic Range: 
Azimuth 4.310 
VH Elevation 5.44 0 
Azimuth ~.14° 
3 
e 20 0 - 80 0 from 
verti cal 
50 dB 
;; 4 ''''!' F i; j 
(),dGtNAL PAGE 
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
Figure 1. MARS RF section. 
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2. 2 Gener"l FM- CW Rada,.. 
Figure 3 depicts a simplified block-diagram of an FM-CW radar. 
A triangle generator is used to frequency modulat, an oscillator ~~ 
produce an FM-CW signal. A smal' ~ortlon of the transmitted signal 
is tapped off by the coupler to provide a reference local-oscillator 
(LO) signal to the mixer. The transmitted sign,.l illuminates the 
target, part of it is backscattered, atld then received by the receive 
antenna after a delay of 2 Ric sec~flds. The signal enters U.e RF 
port of the mixer, is mixed with the LO signal, and the intermediate 
frequency (Ir) signal is generated at the mixer output. Knowledge 
of the rM rate and t~e propagation velocity provides the information 
necessary to determine the range to target. 
2.3 Derivation of IF Equatio~ 
A simplified repr~sentation of the transmitted and rereived 
signals in the time domain is shown in Figure 4. Arbitrarily 
heginning the tran~,it signal at time t • 0, we know from propagation 
theory that the received signal is delayed by 2 Ric seconds and 
that one full cycle of the transmit wave occurs every (fM)-l seconds. 
As a point of interest, the delay time is typically less than 0.01% 
of the total cycle time, so the ~i9ure shown is exaggerated. The 
vertical displacement or difference, if we think in terms of the 
mixing process, between the two signals is the IF frequency, fIF' and 
is a function of the FM rate. The center frequency, fa, is set at 
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Figure 5 shows the relationsi'ip of all the parameters laid out 
1 n the fonn of similar trianghs. Fran this reprusentation we 
can derive the IF equati~n as: 
flF 2 Ric 
--a __ • 
M/2 1/4 fM 
(1) 
Solving Equation (1) for flF yields a simple expression for 
the IF frequency: 
(2) 
The MARS systen uses a bandpa~J~' ~ilter to fix flF at 22 kHz 
while 6f and c are known constants. With this in mind, we see that 
there is a detenninistic relationship between the range to target 
and the modulat~~n rate. Equation (2) does not take into account 
delays due to propagation between the antennas and the mixer. A 
more exact fonn detennined through measurenents is given by (28). 
2.4 Radar Equation 
For a narrow-beam antenna observing u distributed target, the 
radar equation is given by: 
(3) 
In calculating 0° from this equation, a few assumptions are 
made. 
1. Antenna gains are constant over the area of illumination. 
2. The range to target is constant over the illuminated area. 
3. The illuminated area is relatively homogeneous. 
7 
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All of these assumptions are reasonable for narrow-beam 
antennas. The widest beamwidth for the MARS system is less than 
5.5°, therefore these assumptions are valid for this system as well. 
2.5 Statistf ca 1 Properti es. 
Sf nce a ca 11 bra ted scatteraneter is a fully coherent f hstrument, 
fading can be a serious Droblem unless some means to minimize it is 
exercfsed. Fading is a result of constructive and destructive 
interference of the signals backscattered from scattering elements 
within the illuminated area (or volume). In radar images, fadfng 
shows up as speckle and is a result of the coherent nature of the 
receiver. 
The process of averaging can be used to minimize the effects 
of fading and therefore increase the statistical confidence associated 
with the measured data. Frequency and spatial averagin9, which 
together serve to increase the number of independent samples averaged 
into each value of 0°, are employed in the MARS system. The importance 
of averaging is evident in Figure 6, where the 5% and 95% confidence 
levels are plotted as a function of the number of independent samples 
for a fading signal described by the Rayleigh distribution. The total 
number of independent samples Nt is given by 
where 
NS • number of independent samples due to spatial averaging 
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Nf takes on a simple expression 
B • system RF bandwidth (. 6f for the MAR~i 
6fo • decorrelation bandwidth for independence. 
In tenns of the geometry of Figure 7, 
, Hz 
o .. h [sec (0 + a/2) - sec (0 - S/2)] 




For the MARS system, B • 420 MHz which when substituted into 
(5) and (6) leads to: 
Nf .. 2.Bo (B) 
Table 2 lists values of Nf for variou~ angles of incidence 
assuming a platfonn height of 9 metfrs. Note that this expression 
is valid only if the IF spectrum is not filter-limited by the band-
pass filter. In the event filter limiting occurs. the range 
resolution is given by 
where 
6fIF .. bandwidth of IF filter. set at 6.6 kHz 
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20 0 1.00 
30 0 1.17 
40 0 1.9" 
50 0 3.27 
60 0 6 .12 
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So long as 0 is less than Ar, Equation (19) is va~id, but If 0 
becomes larger than Ar, the value of ~r calculated from (9) sh~uld 
be used for 0 in (8). At J height of 9.0 meters, the MARS IF 
spectrum does not filter-limit until the angle of incidence exceeds 
75°. 
Spatial independence is achieved when a new area of illumination 
on the target is shifted from the previous one by d/2. where d is the 
aperture diameter. Table 3 lists values of Ns for various driving 
speeds when taking data. using an integration time of 17 seconds. 
Table 4 lists the total numbdr of independent samples Nt 
obtained for various driving speeds ~nd angles of incidence. 
2 5 Data Collection Procedure 
The des i 1.:J14 of the MARS sys tan was concei ved with the idea of 
making data acquisition a simple and straightforward process. The 
first step involves external calibration against the luneberg lens 
and is described thoroughly in the section on calibration. The last 
two steps. internal calibration and actual backscattering measuranents, 
are perfonned at the site of the experiment. The following procedure 
was developed at the University of Kansas and has proved to be an 
effective method of data collection. 
2.6.1 Internal Calibration 
Procedure: 
1. Upon arrival at a site, be sure the system hds had 30 minutes 
of warm-up time before use. This can be accomplished while 
driving to the site or upon arrival, whichever is most 
14 
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convenient. Position the vehicle/radar near the field 
to be measured and set the angle of incidence to the 
desired level. Set the following switches as specified. 
mode - "CALIBRATE" 
polarization - "LIKE" 
data - "PEAK" 
display - "RADAR" 
2. Adjust the "FM Rate" dial until the dhplayed value is 
maximized. Care should be taken to make sure the level 
is at its peak value - hence the term "peaking" the radar 
is ",sed. 
3. SEt display swi tch to IIFM RATE, II record display ~n data 
sheet, (see Appendi xC' and return swi tch to IIRP,DARII 
position. 
4. Return data swi tch to "DATA" mod., and depress "RESET" 
button, making sllre the "RESET" LED comes on. 
5. Depress "INTEGRATE" button. "RESET" LED should go off 
and display value should ramp up. 
6. After one i nte.Jrati on peri od (17 seconds) the "DATA READY" 
LED will come on and the data ~hould be recorded promptly. 
2.6.2 Backscatter Measurement 
The actual backscatter measurement process is the same as for 
internal calibration with only a few minor d'lfferences. 
1. After internal calibration, set the mode switch to "ACTIVE" 
and data switch to "PEAK." 
2. Depress the "RESET" button to remove the stored charge 
from the integrator. Check "RESET" LED. 
3. Maid ng sure the radar 1 s poi nted i ntc a representati ve 
portion of the target and that the proper angle of incidence 
is set, peak the display as before. A random fluctuation 
in the display reading will now be noticeable. This is due to 
17 
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fading, which was described earlier, and makes the peaking 
process more tedious. However, if care is taken to watch 
the envelope rl.nge of the fade, accurate sfgnal maximizing 
is possible. 
4. Once again record the AM RATE and return the display switch 
to "RADAR." 
5. Return data s\al1tch to "DATA" mode and begin driving the 
truck until a constant speed between 5 - 10 MPH is reached. 
6. When a constant 'ipeed is reached depress the IIINTEGRATE" 
button. Be sure to maintain speed till IIDATA READY" LED 
comes or, or all pot·ti ons of the target will not have a 
unifonn wei~lhting in tenns of averaging, 
7. After one integration period the "DATA READY" LED will 
come on. Record the data promptly and stop. 
8. Set the polarization switch to IICROSS" (VH) and repeat 
staps 1 - 7 for the cross-polarization. This process 
should be done over the same Ilrea of the target as before 
to get a true like-cross relationship. 
2.7 Doppler Contribution 
ihere may be some concern about contributions due 
to Doppler shift, since the data are taken in a moving mode and 
the Signal is peaked in a stat'ionary state. Significant Doppler 
shift would cause a portion of the spectrum to move out of the IF 
band and yield a lower power value than was actually present. Table 5 
shows the Doppler shift for various truck speeds, clearly, the 
contributions are negligible (the IF bandwidth is 6.6 kHz). This 
is due to the use of narrow-beam antennas, and look-direction that is 
orthogonal to th! truck-velocity vector.' Figure 8 shows the geometry 
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To obtain a meaningful and reliable valLe for 0°, two modes 
of calibration must be employed. By measuring the return from a 
target ~f known radar cross-section, an absolute scale can be 
determined for values of 0°. The Luneberg lens provides a good 
reference fer this ,"ode because it not only has a la rge known ra~ar 
cross-section but also has a berunwidth of the order of 140°. Figure 9 
shows the lens radar cross·section, 0c' as a fu~ction of frequency 
for VV polarization. 
System stability is established by periodically replacing the 
tral1smit antenna with a short-ci rcuited del ay 1i ne in order to perform 
an internal calibration. This step is accomplished by the Active/ 
Calibrate switch shown in Figure 14. Fluctuations in transmitter power, 
cable loss, etc., can be monitored in this way and removed later when 
0° is calculated. 
3. 1 Derivation of cr~V and cr~H Equations 
Previously, the radar equation was defined for a target with 
a given scattering cross-sertion per unit area 0°. 
(3) 
Since the measurements are performed for two polarizations, 
VV and VH, and two separate mixers are used, there will be two 
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Figure 9. Measured cross-section of the Luneberg lenses calibrated against 



































3.1.1 Calibration Equation for 0YV 
For the like-polarization (VV), let K~V be the system-transfer 
constant relating the received pO\'1er Pr and th\! measured voltage 
t VVV ' This voltage is given by 
[
Pt Co ~2 ayV Aill ] I t t VV 
VVV • KVV (4w)' q~ 
t 
(10) 
where Go is the gain of the dish antenna. 
Wh!n the transmit antenna is replaced by a delay line (10) 
becanes 
(11 ) 
where L repre~~nts the two-way loss through the short-circuited 
delay line. 
Taking the ratio of the target-received voltage to the de1ay-
line voltage eradicates dependence on K~V and Pt , 
V t rGO ~ 2 a 0 Aill ] i Mt • ~ • VV 
VV t V (4w)' R4 L d t 
(12) 
In the external calibration mode, the radar looks at the 
Luneberg lens. which is a point source, and Equation (10) takes 
the fonn: 
V~V ,. K~V [
p G2 ~2 a J! t 0 c 
(4w)' R~ 
c 
Again switching to the delay line yields 
V~ • K~V [P t L] i . 
(13 ) 
(14 ) 
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The ratio of (13) and (14) again removes the dependence on 
KVV and Pt' 
~v · :!v · [(:~):'R;CL]I (l 5) 
If the ratio of M~V to M~V is taken. the following expression 
for aVV is obtained. 
a~V(dD) ~ 20 log M~V - 20 log M~V 
+ 0c(dB) - 10 log Aill 
VV 
+ 40 log Rt - 40 log Rc • (16 ) 
For cOO1putati ana 1 purposes. t~c above equation may be wri tten in the 
fonn: 
where 
t t A = MVV(dB) = 20 log MVV 
t t 
• VVV(dB) - Vdi(dB) 




The four voltages iH'e read fran the systS'l'I panel meter duri ng 
observ~tion of (a) the target (V~V(dB», (b) the delay line (V~l(dB». 
prior to observing the target. (c) the Luneberg lens (V~V(dB». and 
(d) the delay-line (V~t(dB» prior' to observing the Luneberg ~ens. 
With 0c(dB) and Rc know'" CVV(Rt • a). is a function of only the range 
24 
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to target Rt and the angle of incidence 0 (for a given antenna pattern). 
Hence, for a given system configuration (platfonn height and antenna 
pattern), CVV(Rt , 0) can be readily computed as shown in Appendix C. 
3.1.2 Calibration Equation for 0VH 
The previous derivation is not applicable for 0YH for two 
basic reasons. The first is that the lens is not a calibrated 
reference for cross-polariz.ad measurements. Secondly, the delay 
line is configured in the like-polarization mode only, so the ratio 
method is not applicable. Therefore a different approach must be 
employed to calculate 0YH' 
The radar equation for the cross-polarized case takes the 
fom 
(21 ) 
where GHN is the gain of the standard-gain horn antenna. 
Comparison of (10) and (21) shows three main differences. 
One is that the areas of illumination for VV and '\:H are different 
because the antenna beamwidths are not the same. Secondly, the 
transmi t and recei ve antenna gai n p,'Oducts are di fferent t.ecause 
GO • 28.8 dB and GHN • 22.4 dB. Finally, the values of K~V and 
~H' which take into account cable losses, mixer conversion loss, 
etc., may be different due to the use of separate mixers for the 
two polarizations. 
To arrive at a calibration equation for 0YH' a two step 
procedure was configured. The first step involved measuring the 
25 
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received voltage for each of two antenna confiyurations. In the 
first configuration, V~v due to the Luneberg lens was measured using 
the dish antenna. In the second configuration, the horn antenna. 
which usually is H-polarized sinc~ it is us~d for making the VH-
polarization measurements, was turned 90° and a measurement was 
made observing the Luneberg lens. Thus, in both of these configurations. 
the VV-polarized returns fran the lens w~s measured. In this case, 
the rati 0 of the two measurements is: 
V~V (Dish ant~nna for transmit and receive) C
1 
n -.;..=---_________ _ 
V~V (Dish antenna for tt'ansmf t, horn antenna for recei ve) 
Now. consider the ratio of (21) to (10), 
t t 
VVH KVH C =- .. --2 t t 
VVV KVV 
U~1ng (22). the above expression r~duces to: 
[
OVH Ai 11 Ji C • C VH 
2 lOA 
°vv f 11 VV 
which may be rewritten as: 







where C1 (dB) • 20 log C1 (~ OIFF in Appendix C) 
C2 (dB) • 20 log C2 
t t 
• 20 log VVH - 20 log VVV 
• V ~H (dB) - V ~V ( dB) . 
For computational purposes, (25) may be put in the fonn: 
O~H (dB) • V~H (dB) - V~v (dB) + 0vv (dB) + CVH (R t , q) 
(26) 
where , 
CVH (Rt , e) • 10 log Aill - 10 log Ai 11 - C1 (dB). VV VH 
(27) 
Hen~e, having found o~V (dB) through its calibration Equation (17), 
0VH may be calculat~d from the measured values of the voltages V~H 
and V~v and the angle-dependent constant CVH (Rt • e). as indicated 
in Appendix C. 
Table 6 shows representative values for CVV (Rt ) and CVH (Rt ) at 
e = 50°. The program used for their generation, as well as sample 
calculation fonns for 0vv and 0VH' can be found in Appendix C. 
3.2 ~ange Equation 
The range to the target is measured indi rectly by the FM 
tuning rate displayed on the console. The ."easured FM rate is 
inverse1~ proportional to the total range between the mixer and the 
target which includes a short distance between the mixer and the 
antenna. The range cllibrat10n equation was detennined experimentally 
by measuring the FM rate at each of several ranges to the luneberg 
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RANGE. 3423.5 - 0.106, meters FM 
where FM is the FM rate t n Hz. 
3.3 Calibration Procedure 
(28) 
The MARS scatterometer is a c.l1brated instrument that requires 
periodic calibration to maintain a high degree of accuracy. As 
mentioned in the previous section, short-ten. fluctuations are 
tracked by monitoring the return from a shorted delay line. This 
section deals with the process of absolute calibration from the 
Luneberg lens. 
A routine process is necessary if results from one calibration 
date are to be compared with another. This is desirable because 
long-tenn system stability can be mapped from results obtained under 
the same set of test conditions. This type of history can then help 
to build confidence in the measured data and can describe possible 
anomalies. Figure 10 shows the MARS s)Jtem when set up for calibration 
and the procedure for taking a lens set follows. 
3.3.1 Lens Set Procedure 
1. With the antennas approximat,ly 3 meters above the 
ground, point them slightly above the horizon and in a 
direction clear of all obstructions. 
2. Set the lens pole at a distance approximately 
15 meters from the antenna. Be sure the pole is made of 
a non-reflective material such as fiberglass or wood. 
3. Peak the s1gna1. return whtle in the "ACTIVE" mode. 
4. Adjust the radar azimuth position so as to peak the power 
in that plane. 
29 
















Fiqure lOA. View of radar during calibration. 
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Figure lOB. View of luneberg lens during calibration. 
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5. Adjust the radar vertical position so as to peak the 
power in that plane. Steps 4 and 5 should be ovile with 
great care because this establishes the absolute calibration 
of the 1nstr"unent. 
6. Re-peak the system with the FM tuning dial. 
7. Take a data set as described earlier. 
8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 for the cross-polarization mode. 
Although the lens is not a calibrated reference for the cross-
polarized mode, it depolarizes the incident wave only very 
slightly. Thh :ilight depolitrizatfon is comparable to the 
depolarization of the antenna itself and thus the VH 
measurement serves as a system check for cross-polarization 
stability a~d as a figure of merit. 
9. Repeat steps 3 through 8 two times and average the lfke- and 
cross-returns. 
10. (;:Ieck to see if V~V (dB) is close to the previously acquired 
data set. If not, determine the problem, and repeat entire 
process. 
11. If V~V (dB) is close to earlier set, calculate V~V (dB) - V~1 (dB) 
for o~V calculations. (This equals B in Equation (17)). 
Confidence in the measured return from the lens is a function 
of the background return (in this case the lens pole and/or the 
ground returns through a sidelob~). Figure 11 shows the relaticnship 
bp.t~een measurement uncertainty and the ratio of target power to 
background return power. A typical ratio for the MARS system is 
25 dB, which implies an uncertainty of ± 0.5 dB. 
A thorough discussion of measurement uncertainty is given by 
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~~igure 11. Measurement uncertainty with background contributions. 
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3.3.2 Sky Noise Test 
The final step in the MARS calibration procedure is the 
detennination of system noise and minimum detectable signal. This 
is most easily accomplished by pointing the antennas toward the 
sky and measuring the return at several FM rates. These rates 
should corrp.~pond to typical valu~~ used at the various data-set 
angles of incidence. Since the return from the sky is essentially 
negligible. the measured value is system noise and repr~~pnts 
a threshold of the minimum detectable signal. This noise power 
can be u~ed along with the FM rate to calculate a ~inimum o o • An 
offset factor,. typi c'a lly 4 - 6 dB. 1 s added to thi s va 1 ue of o~i n 
to define a minimum acceptable v~lue, o~ritical. When calculating 
_ A; .... _&$ .. 
0
0 fram data results. values falling below o~rit1cal are discarded, 
while values above it are accepted as good data. Table 7 shows typical 
sky-noise test results with o~in calculated to the right. 
4.0 GENERAL HARDWARE CONCEPTS AND LAYOUT 
Design Concepts 
The MARS scatterameter is divided into two subsystems: an RF 
section and an IF/control section. The RF subsystem is mounted 
on a positioning unit atop an 8-meter boom and is connected to the 
control subsystem via two RG-58 coax lines and one 7 conductor 
cable. The control section is mounted in the cab of the truck such 
that one individual can simultaneously drive the truck and operate 
the radar. A simple remote position controller and angle indicator 
was configured and placed in the cab. Figure 12 shows the control 
section mounted in the truck. 
33 




Mini~um detectable aO with siqnal-to-noise 
ratio of 1. Noise level determinec by point-
in9 the antennas towards the sky. 
t t I 0 0 Effective 6 FM Rate VVV VVH amin VV amin VH (Hz) JdBL (dB) (dB) L@J 
- --
30 0 365 - 8.4 -26.2 -32.6 -37.6 
40 0 335 - 9.1 -26.5 -33.5 -38.0 
50 0 285 -11.0 -26.8 -34.7 -37.7 
600 230 -15.3 -27.2 -38.3 -37.3 
70 0 160 -16.6 -213.0 -38.1 -36.7 
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Several features enhance the overall utility of this system: 
The small size is a bonus that permits system operation from a 
small vehicle such as a van or pickup tru~k. A large rack space 
is not needed; only room for the downstairs control unit and a 
simple tripod assembly upon which to mount the RF subs.i::tem. 
The system is easily operated by a sinqle individual, a feature 
that allows for savings in manpower costs. All critical components, 
such as ICs and adjustment potentiometers, are indicated on the 
board itself. This self-documentation trait minimizes confusion 
for someone not familiar with the system and reduc~5 time spent on 
routine tuning and calibration procedures. Careful e);amination of 
photographs of the system will reveal that there are no visible 
external power sources. This is so because the entire system is 
powered by an RV grade power inverter operating from the vehicle 
battery. System-power demands are low enough that a standard 
alternator can maintain the necessary battery charge without undue 
loading, thus the expense of an external generator is eliminated. 
Aside from further reducing the total cost, this also eliminates a 
major source of annoying noise common to field experiments of this 
type. Furthermore, data collection can be accomplished in a matter 
of a few mi nutes rat:,er than a few hQurs, whi ch a" ows for more 
frequent lii("asuring of a variety of targets. This is important for 
gaining a good statistical base for the data. A final feature of this 
system is its relatively inexpensive cos· Appendix G gives a cost 
analysis in 1981 dollars. As seen ~rom this, the reduction in cost 
compared to other more elaborate systems is at least one order of 


















































































































The MARS RF section is shown in Figure 14. The entire subsystem 
is contained in the RF box shown in Figure 15 and together with the 
antennas is mounted atop an 8-meter boom. Figure 16 shows the 
entire microwave assembly. Power for the YIG oscillator and IF 
switch comp.s from the downstairs control box via the 7 conductor 
cable. All components are firmly ,mounted in the box to avoid shock 
effects while the system is in motion. Connections between microwave 
components are made with either semi-rigid cable or standard 
SMA prefabricated connectors. Due to the temperature-sensitive 
natl're of the m1 crawave components t a warm- up time of hal f an hour 
is necessary for system stability during cool to warm ambient conditions. 
Very cold conditions require a longer warming time. This can be 
monitored by periodically checking the delay line power until a 
constant level is achieved. 
The delay line is a S.l··meter-long length of semi-rigid 
coax coiled around the oscillator. Its electrical length is 
approximately 7.65 meters and was chosen to corres~ond to slightly 
less than the shortest range to be encountered. This serves as a 
measure of the system's worst noise performance since the noi~e 
spectrum decreases as ~he tuned range increases. This is because 
most noise in thp. receiver is a function of internal reflections 
which have short ranges and high FM rates. The equation to describe 
the loss through 100 feet of delay line is [30], 
A = .347 (.96 + 2(10-3)T) f! + 88(10-5) f ,(dB) 
(29) 
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Figure 15. Microwave component layout in RF bo~. 
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f • frequency in MHz 
T • temperature in °e. 
For the MARS delay line at lOoe, A • 7.5 dB one way or 15 dO 
for the case of the shorted line. 
Th~ transmit antenna is a lO-om parabolic reflector illuminated 
by a double dipole waveguide feed. The cl~ss-polarized antenna is a 
standard-gain horn. The antennas are discussed in detail in Appendix A. 
4.2 IF/Control Subsystem 
Figure 17 is a photograph of the IF sectiol. with its cover 
ranoved and all cards, in place. A vi ew of the top of the console, 
with boards removed and parts designated, is shown in Figure lB. The 
purpose of this assembly is to provide for the IF processing of the 
radar signal and to perfonn the control functions of the RF subsystem. 
integrator, and panel indicator lights. One ilS VDC power supply 
powers all the active components with the exception of the ACT/CAL 
waveguide switch which operates on 110 VAC. Figure 19 shows a front 
view of the console and identifies the various controls, while 
Figure 20 shows a rear view and points out the cable connections. 
A detailed explanation of each board and its function is contained 
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Figure 19. Console front layout with switch desi9n~tions. 
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Figure 20. Console back layout with connector designations. 
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The MARS scatterometer uses two antennas, one for the l1ke-
polar1zat10n mode (VV) and the other for cross-polar1zat10n mode 
(VH). The l1ke-polar1zation antenna 1s compr1sed of a 30-em parabolic 
reflector 1llt.minated by a dOllble dipole wlh'eguide feed. The 
receiving antenna for the cross-polarization mode is a standard 
gain horn. Both are operated at a center frequency of 10.2 GHz. 
Table Al lists the antennas' specifications. 
TABLE Al 
MARS Antenna Specifications 
Dish Horn 
Gain: (dB) 28.8 22.4 
BeanMidth: 
Elevation 5.6° 12.0° 
Azimuth 6.10 13.0° 
Far Field Range: Rff 6.3 m 2.5 m 
Center Frequency: fo 10.2 GHz 10.2 GHz 
VSWR 1: 1. 30 1: 1.05 
Sfdelobe Level 21 dB -17 dB 
F1gure Al shows the reflector antenna and feed assembly that 
. . . 































Reflector Antenna Design 
Since system costs were to be kept minimal and antennas are 
generally expensive devices, the option to custom-build an antenna 
in-house se8lled appealing. The following design constraints were 
imposed in determing the final antenna form: 
1. Inexpensive construction cost. 
2. Design for a short far-field range since the system was 
to be portable and a high antenn,. 1tructure would be 
prohibitive in cost. 
3. Provide a narrow-beam antenna to minimize Doppler contributions 
and increase the number of spatially independent samples. 
4. Give preference to a moderately high gain antenna to aid in 
handling system noise problems. 
5. Operate at X-band. 
6. Use low VSWR to minimize system noi!ie due to internal reflections. 
The constraints of high gain and narrow beamwidth pointed 
to the development of a reflector-type antenna. Silver [33J 
discussed a double dipole waveguide feed assembly that, when used 
in conjunction with a parabolic reflect,r [34] gave favorable results. 













If the antenna is operated in the far field. phase errors are 
negligible and the gain pattern can be treated as a range-independent 
function of e. The far·-field range criterion Rff is given by 
(Ai) 
where 
d m aperture effective diameter. 
BecllTWidth 
As a fi rs t-order approxima ti on, tht! beamwi dth of an antenna 
can be fairly accurately predicted by 
where 
B • x d 
B • half-power bean~idth (radians) 
~ • free-space wavelength. 
(A2) 
From (Ai) and (A2) we see that there is an inverse relation, for 
a given d, between beamwidth and far-field requirements. Therefore, 
sane comprOO1i se is needed. rhe 30-an reflector turned out to be a 
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Figure A2 shows the final dimensions used and Figure A3 shows 
the results of return-loss tests on the feed with and without the 
reflector. This feed h~s a large radiation beamw1dth that allows 
fClr full apertur'e illt.mll1ation at a relatively short focal length. 
Excessive illumination, or spillover, tends to raise the sidJlobe 
level and should be avoided. 
The antenna was next teste~ at the Remote Sensing laboratory 
antenna range to focus the feed properly and to cut patterns. The 
results are shown in Figures A4 and AS. 
Product Patterns 
It is necessary to find the product or multiplication patterns of 
the antennas in order to calculate the area on the ground that 
contributes to the radar backscatter. One way to calculatp the product 
beamwidths with good accuracy is to use the Gaussian approximation. This 
states that, for a single antenna. the one-way gain distribution is 
described by 
where 
Go = bores1ght galn 
a • half-power beamwidth 
a • scale factor of 0.693 
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Figure A4. Reflector antenna elevation pattern with cross-polarization pattern. 
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Figure AS. Reflector antenna azimuth pattern. 
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For a single antanna. the round-trip or two-way gain distribution 
is described by 
(A4) 
If we take (A4) and define a ne~ beamwidth Seq such that 
(AS) 
then we see 
(A6) 
The equivalent beamwidth for a two-antenna system may be 
obtained using a similar procedure. For the two-way gain 
distribution of two separate antennas 
-ae 2/a 2 e -ae 2/S2 2 Gl G2 .. Gal e 1 • G02 
.. GOl G02 e -ae
2 (1/812 + 118 2 2 ) 
(A7) 
(AS) 
Once again defining the equivalent beamwidth as Seq' (AS) is 
(A9) 
60 
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fram which we get the result 
(A10) 
Table A2 shows the resultant product bealTWidths for the two 
antennas used in the MARS system. 




MARS Product Beamwidths 
and Product Gain 
Gain t3Elevation 
28.8 dB 3.96° 




The previous derivation assumes that there is no pointing error 
between the two antennas, a case that obvious1y cannot be true 
for all angles of incidence. However, i': there is significant 
pattern overlap and vpry small gain perturbations in the product 
patterns, the approximations are correct. 
To verify this point, the product patterns were calculated 
to ± 8° from the boresight angie. This angular range was used 
~ecause the ref.lector antenna gain drops off rapidly past 3° and 


































gecmetry that was used to detennine the pointing error. Figures A7 
through A12 show the one-way and product patterns for the various 
'" .", " "4 " , 
angles of incidence as indicated. Since the antennas are aligned in the 
H-planes, only one pattern need be calculated for the VH, Az orientation. 
The pointir.g error, as seen fran the product patterns, is essentially 
negligible. This is due to the fact that the horn antenna has a beam-
width approximately twice that of th~ refelctor antenna. The measured 
error due to pointing problems was 0.1 dB measur~d from the lens at a 
range corresponding to 70° incidence angle. 
As a final note, the assum~tions that were made concerning the 
relationship of the Gaussian approximations to the beamwidth calculations 
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APPENDIX B 




The bus bOd~~ f~ shown mounted in the mainframe with edge 
connectors in Figure Bl. A listing fn th. lower left corner of 
the board gives a listing of the test Jacks on the bus and their 
functions. Ccmnunicat10n between individual cards was ne/~',essary 
and a bus approach was used for thret reasons: 
1. To minimize stray wires. 
2. Because it is a simple, modular concept. 
3. Because of th~ flexible order of car locations. 
The first reason i~ self-evident due to the fact that stray 
capacitance and signal crosstalk can be minimized with short, isolated 
wires. Isolation is obtained by using a bus structure with lIidely spac\!d 
traces. 
The second concept, modularity, seemed to be a good design point 
because it aided in overall system simplification. There are six card 
slots for the six cards, each of which perfonns one bas'lc function. 
This modular construction had sturdy struct~ral ch~racteristics which 
were good for a system that was likely to be bounced around rather 
roughly during experiments. 
The last point is one of convenience. With the exception of the 
power board, any board can work in any card slot and perfonn well. 
This eliminates the potential problems brought about by someone 
inadvertently putting a card in the wrong connector. Table Bl lists all 
lines, functions, and boards, and designates 6 line as input I, or 
output 0, for a particular card. Figure 82 shows the points to which all 
lines physically conect. 
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TABLE Bl 
, 
I Bus Pi n F'.mctions 
~ . Pin IF 
No. Function Amp Detector S': gnal Control FM 
~
1 N/C 
2 Tune Pot. Voltage I 
3 FM Rate ~ I 0 
4 Integrate Button I 
5 IF Amp Out 0 I 
6 Integrate Button I 
7 Reset Blj'~ton I 
8 N/C 
9 , +15VDC I I I I 
10 I +5VDC I 11 GROUND I I I 
12 GROUND I I 
13 -15VDC I I I I 
14 Reset Indicator 0 
15 Integrate Indicator 0 
16 Vfreq 0 
17 V signal 0 
18 Integrate Si gna 1 I 0 
19 Log Amp Out 0 I 
20 N/C 
21 N/C 


































































Bus board connections and layout. 
FRONT OF CONTROL BOX 
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A three-stage. transfonnar-matched input amplifier is used 
in this system. The three stages are comprised of cascaded 
operation&l amplifiers with the first stage configured in a 
differential mode while the last two are configured to be inverting 
and single-ended. The transfonner at the input serves to match the 
input stage with the bandpass filter 'and to provide gain. Reasonably 
low noi se perfonnance was obtailled by usi ng bi-FET op-amps and film 
resistors in conjunction with lowpass filtering of the power supply 
inputs to each IC. As a final measurp. to minimize l/f noise common 
to many monolithic amplifiers, the output of the amplifier and the 
input of the detector board serve as a 6-kHz highpass filter. Figure 83 
is a photograph of the board and Figure B(~ shows the schematic. 
The gain-frequency characteristic curve is shown in Figure 85; note 
how the gain is maximized in the region used as the IF passband. This 
aids somewhat in the signal peaking process and is a result of the high-
pass filter at the amplifier output working in conjunction with the low-
pass characteristl~ of the transfonner at the input. 
Detector/Integrator 
The board shown in Figure 86 is comprised of thY'ee basic 
blocks. ICI is the RMS-to-DC connector and sel~es to detect the signal 
from the IF amplifier. IC1 is the heart of the integrator network 
while ICS is the log amplifier. IC2 is a scale adjusting amplifier and 
IC3 is an analog switch that -:ontrols the mode of the lntegrator, with 
either a integrate-and-hold command, or a reset command. Figure 87 
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Figure 84. IF a~lifier. 
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Since this card performs a critical role in the data-acquisition 
process, periodic tuning should be performed to maintain high 
reliability in the system. Table B2 describes the procedure for tuning 
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TABLE B2 
Integrator/Detector Board TuniL:4 
I. RMS/DC Converter 
(with IF ,1)mp removed and data switch in "PEAK" rr.Jde) 
a. apply 10.0 mV RMS @ 22 kHz to PIN 5 
b. adjust P2 for 10.0 mV DC at VDC jack 
c. apply 1.000V RMS @ 22 kHz to PIN 5 
d. adjust P2 for 1.OOV DC at VDC jack 
II. Log Amplifier 
(da t,5 switch in "PEAK" mode) 
a. adjust P4 until Vsi jack = O.OOV DC 
b. depress "INTEGRATE" button and d1l0W for one 
complete timing cycle 
c. adjust P5 until PIN 6 of IC4 = O.OOV DC 
d. with PIN 4 of IeS grounded. adjust P6 until PIN 19 
of bus • S.4V DC 
II I. Integi'a t.or' 
(dilta switc.h in "DATA" mode) 
a. apply 1.00V RMS @ 22 kHz into PIN 5 
b. adju~t P3 until Vsi = 1.OOV DC 
82 
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The integrator used in this circuit is linear and its 
configuration is shown in the schematic of Figure B8. The integrator 
output voltage Vi is described by 
- 1 JT 




where T is the timing interval set by the timing chip and R2 and 
Cl of the control board. If we perfonn tt,'! integration of (Bl) the 
result becomes (assuming Vi • a initially) 
T (B2) . --
R5·C2 
where 
T • R2·Cl. 
If R2 '" RS and Cl .. C2, as can be the cas~ if the components come 
from the same lots, then (62) becomes 
Vi .. V . so 
This procedure is used in t.he system and an error, which 
corresponds to component mismatch, of <2% was measuted. 
( B3) 
Figure 89 shows the error curve for the RMS to DC convert~r while 
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The signal board ~erforms the final ~igna1 processing functions 
and serves as the source to the digit panel meter. The two inputs 
to this board are the radar signal from the logarithmic amplifier 
and a frequency input from the function generato~ chip equal to the 
FM rate. 
Figure B11 shows this board and identifies the key components. 
ICl is a frequency-to-DC-voltage converter that accepts the sinusoid 
output of the 8038 function generator and in turn converts tIle 
frequency input to a DC voltage designated as VFREQ• This voltage 
is input to IC2 which is used as a scaling amplifier to convert 
VFREQ to ~ signal that is displayed by the digit panel meter. The 
display then is equal to the FM tuning rate in hertz and is needed 
to detr.nnine thel"ange to target. Figure B12 shows the error in these 
two components as a function of input frequency over the bard used 
in this system. 
The radar signal is input to IC3 where another scaling function 
is performed. This is necessary because the panel meter range is 
± 2V and the log amp is cap~b1e of ranging i 4V. hence the scaling 
amp was necessary. To minimize offset errors. an offset network is 
included. To cancp.1 offset in the amplifier remove the dei~ctor/ 
integrator board and adjust P2 such that PIN 17 - O.OOV. 




Figure B11. Signal board layout. 
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Originally the MARS system was to have used a varactor tuned Gunn 
osci 11ator as a microwave .,ower 50lArce. For this reason a five-
stage re!i"istive ladder network was designed to linearize the non-linear 
tuning characteristic of the varactor. However. due t~ RF bandwidth 
limitations encountered. a VIG (Yttrium-lron-Garnet) oscillator was 
chosen. These devices have an in".er .. ntl~' linear relation between output 
frequency and tuning current that rendered the linearizer unnecessary. 
This feature was left on the board. however. in the event that a non-
linear source be used in the future. 
Th, chief function of this board is to create a triangle tuning 
voltage that serves to s~ift the IF spectrum in the frequf!ncy domain 
to some desired location. That location is set At 22 kUz for this 
system, which 1s the center of the bandpass filter. The process of 
moving the spectrum i:; what is actually happening during the pettking 
procedure as the spectrum h shi fted into the bandp..lss f11 tel'. 
itl is the function generator chip which has three output 
waveforms: sine. square. and triangle. The frequency of these wa~pfonns 
is a function of the DC voltage applied to the chip from the FM tunino 
potentiometer. A 10- to 15-V range in DC voltage corresponds to a 
frequency range of 40 to 1600 Hz. The sine output is processed by 
the signal board and displayed on the panel meter while the triangle 
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Fiqure B14. FM/linearlizer board layout. 
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The triangle wave is fed into IC2, which scales it and adds 
an offset DC value. These two components of the tuning voltage have 
distinct functions that are worth mentioning. The offset dete~ines 
the center frequency for the YIG oscillator. To operate at 10.2 GHz, 
the DC component of the tuning voltage should be equal to 5.08 V and 
is adjusted by PR. The AC component controls the RF bandwidth used 
in the system. This is not adju~table but a .327 VRMS signal 
corresponds to 420 MHz of bandwidth. These levels should be checked 
periodically to insure proper operation and should be measured 
while being loaded by the oscillator. Measurements taken in an 
unloaded state will be faulty. P9 controls the triangle :;YTll11etry. 
Asymmetry will cause the IF spectrum to have a double peak and will 
make peaking more difficult. 
Figure 815 shows the schematic and indicates pin outs and test 
points. 
ContNl Board 
The control board houses the integrator timing ci~cuitry and 
the logic that drives the "RESET" and "OATA READY" !..ED~. 
TCl is an analog timer whose time duration is set by the product 
R2 and Cl, which are equal to RS and C2 of the integrator circuitry. 
When ~INS 2 and 3 are momentarily shorted, a logic high appears on 
PIN 9 for one timing interval. This signal is connected to the 
but PIN 18 and services the integrator through IC3 of that board. 
IC2 and IC3 are simple gate packages that are configured to 
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IC4 is a dual J-K flip-flop that driy~s the small LEOs on 
the console's left side. Figure 816 shows the board and identifies 
components while Figure 817 shows the schematic. 
Upon start-up of Lne system. ICl will always cycle t~rouqh one 
timing interval. For thi5 r·eason. the first n\J1lber displayed after 
power-up has no significant meaning. 
Power 80ard 
The function of this bo~rd is to provide a regulated 5 VOC 
source for all TTL components and protection for all mainframe-
mounted cards connected to the ± 15 VOC supplies. 
ICl is a 1.5 A-regulatJr whose output is controlled by Pl. 
Adjust Pl such that PIN 10 of the bus is 5.0 VDC. In the event this 
out out ~~ould exceed 5 V by a moderate amount. Zl begins to draw current 
in an attempt to bring the voltage down to the propp.r level. If the 
output continues to rise. Z~ will draw current until fuse Fl blows 
and opens this line. Zl is a trans1ent suppressor devic~ and is 
configured here as protection against overvoltage. 
Z2 and Z3 serve the same pur~ose for the -15 V and +15 V supply 
lines. respectively. Figure 818 shows all components and Figure B19 
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Edge conrectors (6) 
Elco 22 pin 
PC test jacks (19) 
E.F. Johnson 
IF Amplifier 
Trans fonner Tl 
Litton Triad -4 trad 
IC's: 
lC1. lC2. IC3 
Res i s tors 
R1 





R10 - R1S 
Capacitors: 
C1, C3, C7. Cll 










































R3, R7 9.lKn 
R4 IOn 
RS, R6 33('Kll 
Po ten t i ollleter~;: 




Capac i tors: 
20Kn 20 TURN 
5Kn 20 TURN 
SOK Il 20 TU RN 








20 TURN Spectral 
C1. e3, C4, C5, C6 .1~F polyester, 35V 
e2 10uF Type 6300 Extralytic Sprague 
les t jRcks (3) 104-0751-001 EF Johnson 
.,. 
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ANAL or. DEVICES 
National 
ANALOG DEVICES 
S i 9 na 1 Boa rd 
IC' s: 
ICI LM29I7N-8 
IC2, IC3 TL07ICP 
National freq/Voltage Converter 
T. I. OP-P,MP 
















PI, P2 20K 20 turn 3005P Bourns 
P3 50~ 20 turn 3005P Bourns 
Capaci tors: 
CI .22uF polyester. 35V 
C2 1100pf ceramic 
C3, C4, C5, C6 .1~F polyester, 35V 











IC2, ICJ Tl071CP 
Intersil Function Generator 
T. I. OP-AMP 
Resistors: ('-4 W) 
Rl, RB, R15 100Kn 
KZ, R5 B2Kn 
R', R5 10Kr. 
R4 12Kn 










P2, P3, P6, PB 
P4, P5, P9 
2Kn 20 turn 
10KI1 20 turn 








500K 11 MODEL 70 
.02~IF, ceramic 
1.0~F, tantalum, 35V 
10~F, electrolytic, 16V 
.1~F, polyester, 35V 
D1-D5 IN914 


















LM122H Precision Timer 
SN74LS08 Quad AND gate 
SN74LSOO Quad NAND gate 
SN74LSl12 Dual J-K Flip-Flop 
National 














C2 22uF Type 6300 Extralytic Sprague Electrolytic. 10V 
Power Board 
IC2 LM317K Adjustable Regulator, National 
Rl 220n ~ W 
PI 5K 20 turn 3005P Bourns 
Capacitors: 
Cl t C3 lu F• tanta 1 urn l6V C2 lOuF. electrolytic 16V 
Diodes: 
01 IN4001 
02 ICTE-5 ;D3.D4-ICTE-15 transzorb 
Fuses: 











Type TV2157 Bud Box 
ICL 7106EV Intersil 
5400-12/15 Standard Power 
522 22kc Case 30 
lk • Zin • Zout TT Electronics 
5mA w/Mount Radio Shack 
20K 10 turn Bourns 
Radi., Shack 
FMV & IF Connector 
Control Connector 
BNC Bulkhead Mount 










SPOT Radio Shack 
OPOT Radio Shack 
SPOT Rarlio Shack 
OP3T Radio Shack 
SPOT LComp 
momentary push button N.O. 
momentary push button N.O. 
Model PV-400 Tripplite 
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ACT / ca 1 Switch 
X-band Waveguide Switch, MOL, 90SR46-1E 
X-band Trans1tions (3) MOL, 90AC86-1E 
8.0 - 12.4 Gc YIG Tuned GaAs Oscillator W,J-50'l8-J100F Watkins-Johnson 
1 - 18 Gc Double Balanced Mixer, RH~ 
4015C-I0 10dB Coupler Narda 
A31-80l0 Isolator (2) Aertech' 
8.2 - 12.4 Gc Standard Gain Horn Scientific-Atlanta 12 - 8.2 
Butt Cover, WR90 Waveguide MOL, F90BBC 
Bronze Waveguide, WR90 MOL, WR90 90/10 
Integrated Receiver Unit, Mfcrowave Assoc .• MA87127-l 
IF Switch National Semiconductor, LFl3333 
Semi-Rigid Coax RG 402/W 
30 cm Parabolic Reflector 
OSM Plug Short Omni Spectra 2021-1314-00 
20 dB Attenuator Omni Spectra 2082-6184-20 
SMA Cable Plugs (5) Omni Spectra 2001-5003-00 
SMA Cable Jack (1) Omni Spectra 2002-5015-00 
RG-58 Cable Plug Omni Spectra 2031-5002-00 
Plug-to-Plug Adapter (3) Pasternack PE 9069 






















C{R) PROGRAM AND DATA FORMS 
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The program SIGMA is used to calculate values of C(R)yy and 
C(R)YH ~or the generation of 0° from experimental measurements. 
To use the program, only three DATA statements need be altered to 
calculate C(R) for any given angle. The procedure to make these 
changes as well as to document the results is outlined below. 
l.ine 460 OATA ANGL/_._I 
This line declares the angle of incidence to be used. The 
value in the delimiters is a f10ati~g point number with Fortran 
fonnat of F3.0. 
Line 540 DATA NFMI I 
This line specifies the beginning FM rate value to be used 
for C(R) calculations. Since an interval of 145 hz is used, NFM 
is determined by finding the mean FM dnd subtracting 70 from it. 
The value in the delimiters in an integer number with format 13. 
Li ne 550 DATA LFMI I 
This is similar to 540 in use except this specifies the last 
value of the FM rate to be used in the interval. It can be calculated 
LFM • NFM + 145. Again format is 13. 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR OUALITY 
ANTENNA VARIA8LES 
BUED, E-PLANE 3~~ ~EAMUIDTH OF DISH 
8UHD, H-PLA~E JD~ &£~HUIDTH or DISH 
&U£H: E-PLANE JD~ 8EAHUIDTH OF HO~N 
BUHH, H-PLA~E 3D& 8£AriUIDTH or HO~~ 
GAI~D: DISH ANTENNA GAINCD&) 
GAINH: HORN ANTENNA GAIN(D81 
NPI POLA~IZATIONCUV:I O~ UH·:1 










DAr;. ~UHH/ 13. 0/ 



















BEGIN POLARIZATION LOOP (VU=I,UH=::1 
DO 110 NP;;I,2 
IF(N;.£G.~) GO TO 10 
CALCULATE ANTENNA "ULTIPlIC~TIQN ~EAh~IDTHS 
USiNG THE GAUSSIAN AFPROXIMATION 
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. M .. PAGE'S 
uHi\.."" UALlTV. 
Of pOOR Q 
GO TO ZO 
CROSS-POL. HERE 
1 0 8 ET A E' ( sa R T ( (1111 E H ... ~ ) • ( [HIIHII _ ~ \ / 
S (8UEHH~.l!UtlDI'~»)IH/IIJO. 
8ETAHa (SORT(', DUHHa 12) f.( BUED- 12),-
S (BUHH'.~.~U[~"~»).PIi180. 
~O CONTINUE 
BEGIN FH RATE lOOP, CALC. RANGE AND AFE~ 
1-0 
00 30 ~FM • NFM,lF~,~ 
I a I • 1 
JFn(I)aHFI'I 
ENTER CURRE~T RANGE £aU~TION (~;6/Si) 
R T ( I 1" H:.' 3.3 i Mr: /I - 0 • 106 
eHLCUlATE HEIGHT OF MITENIIA(Mtr~;;S) 
HTcRT(I)ICOSiANGl) 
CALC. ARE~ OF RADAR I~LUMIijATIDN 
XTA~BE&(SIN(~ET~Ei2.) 1/(COS(tETAE!:. I) 





YY" i H T j H T -A I." 1 S I tIT Ii:;: I :; I IH HE ) 




~ A N GET.; 4 v ~ I AL 0 G I 'J ( R Til) ) ) 
R~NGEL:40~(ALOG10(RC~12./39.37) 





















































BFOIN HEADER OUTF'UTT lilG 
URITE(6,40IRANGL 
FORM~T(~X,"INCIt[NCE ANGLE I II ,F3. 0) 
TEST FOR VV OR VH POLARIZATION 
IF(NP.EO.I) 00 TO 70 
ADD CONVERSIOII/GAlrl COilSTANT TO THE 
CALC. VALUES OF VH C(RI. 
DO ~o 1:.',30 
C R (f () • ARE AU 1 , K ) - M, E ,; l ( ~ • K I • [I I FF 
co/n IIIUE 
urn T E ( 6,60 ) r FOR"" T (~~, flf' Ol ARI Z A TID N I VH" / i / ) 
d GO TO 90 
:i URITE( 6, 80) 1 
r 0 R " A T ( ~ x • "F' 0 L A R I Z ,; T I 0 f~ : IJV " I / / ) :! U~~TE('.tOO)«(RT\II,JFh(i),Ckll),Rr'I.!~I, 
ij JF rI ( I + 1 ~ I ,C i\ i 1+ 1 ~ ) I , 1"1 • 1 ~) FOR,,;, T (5X, "C (Ii') ~s A FUNCTION OF PH ~~TE·I 
,1 
5X,"RANGEII1i",3X,"FIl RtHE",3X,"CIF.i:IDB)", j 
, 5X,"RA~GE(rI)",3X,"FH R~TE·,3X.·C(~):(DS)·; ! 
15 «(, X, F 6.2, 5X • 13, 6X ,r 7 .2, ;OX ,F 0", 7X , 13,4 X, F7 .:") ,. 1/) II 
'. CONTINUE ,1 STOP "1 
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SKY NO I SE TEST 
DATE 







SKY NOISE TEST 
DATE 










LENS SET TEST 
DATE 
CAL m Pdl 
RANGE • 45 FEET 




( PVV • P lens 
LENS SET rEST 
DATE 
CAL FM __ _ 
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Figure 01. 6andpass filter response with load impedance = 2.2Kn. 
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abc de f JC8 
































'-r-t-T'"J I·v·l C 11 
ab c J6 
L 
l J 
abc d e f 9 JC6 
Control 
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GENERAL SET LISTING 
~ . 
RF BoxlControl Box Cable Set 
Control End 
Connector Name It£! 
JC1 FMV RG-58 
JC3 IF RG-58 
JC5 CONTROL 8 CONDUCTOR 20 GA. 














Waveguide Switch Cable 
Switch 
!l£! Connector 
3 CONDUCTOR JCl1 
18 GA. SHIELDED 
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Positioner Control Cable 
Pin Function 
A (YEL) Line Voltage (50 VAC) 
B (RED) Oi rection 
C Limit Overri de 
0 Limit Overri de 
E (Bl) Field ~/inding 
F (BlK) Field Winding 
JC7 MS 6 PIN Male 
3106A - 145 - 06P 
JC8 MS 6 PIN Female 
3l06A - 145 - 065 
FMV Cable 
JC1. JC2 BNC Male. King Corp. 
KC - 59 - 291 
IF Cable 
JC3, JC4 BNC Male, King Corp. 
KC - 59 - 291 
Angle Cable 
JC9. JCIO BNC Male, King Corp. 







Positioner and ControllerlIndicator Units 
It was decided that a positioning unit for antenna angular 
~d1ustment with a remote controller and indicator would ease the 
data-collection proces~. However, a positioner costing several hundred 
doll&rs would not follow the economic trend established for this 
system. Using spare parts and a simple pulley-and-belt drive system, 
the positioner shown in Figure Fl was designed and built. Absolute 
accuracy is about 1.5°, which is acceptable when dealing with vpgetation 
in the 30° - 70° interval. Mr. Dennis Anderson of the Remote Sensing 
Lab is credited with the design and con5tructi~n of this positioner. 
The heart of this unit i~ a motor whose direction of rotation 
is alterable by switching two field windings. Switch S2 controls 
the direction of rotation. A 1732:1 gearbox allows for proper rotation 
speed but was deemed slightly fa~t so a further reduction of 2:1 pulleys 
was installed. Thus the overall speed reduction of 3464:1 works wp.ll. 
Limit switch 53 was installed to prevent possible damage to 
cables or antennas due to operator neglect. In the event a limit 
is ~ncountered, switch Sl can be used to override S3 and to bring the 
antennas b~(k into the normal operating range. 
Transformer T1 serves as another means to slow the motor down 
and allow for reasonable rotation speee. 
The angle indicator is comprised of a calibrated current 
meter, a potentiometer, and a pendulum. As the positioner rotates 
the antennas, th~.: pendulum, which is mounted on the RF box, causes the 
potentiometer to rotate and the center tap voltage to vary. Resistors 
Rl and R2 are fixed to chang~ this voltage into a current that is 
within the operating range of the meter. The meter, Sl, and 52 are 
124 
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are mounted in a hand-held unit such that remote operation from the 
truck cab is possible. Figure F2 shows th@ positioner and indicator 
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01 recti on I 










Figure F2: Positioner and angle indicator schematic. 
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RF Subsystem Cost 
Antennas: 
Standard GJin Horn and Transitfon 
Double Dipole Feed, Reflector ~nd Flange 
10 hours labor (tech.) 
Osc ill a tOt': 
Microwave Components: 
Mixer (Double Balanced) 
Isolators (2) 
10 dB Coupler 
Waveguide Switch X-band WR90 
Transitions (2) 




SMA Plug-to-Plug Adapters (3) 
SMA Plug-to-Jac.k Adapters (3) 
SMA Cable Piugs (5) (.141) 
SMA Cable Jack (.141) 
SMA Short .141 
SMA RG-58 Cable Plug 
5.S m .141 Semi-Rigid Coaxial Cable 
ChJssis (RF So'<) 

































Fuse Holder and Line Cord 



































































Total IF/Controller Construction Cost 
24 hours labor (tech) 
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